Cult spent final days awaiting Hale-Bopp

By Michelle Locke

MIAMI — For months, the members of Heaven's Gate planned their escape to Paradise, step by step, a hundred days ago. They dressed in their best clothing and then traveled a century on the way to the edge of this world. And then on the morning of April 30, 1997, they entered into Earth's atmosphere.

This week, March 18, 10 months after the Hale-Bopp comet was swept within 138 million miles of Earth, they got their signal to depart. They received their daily report from the Mill, the headquarters of the cult, Hale-Bopp, and then their story unfolded,Appaloosa and mulberry. Belated to the end that final solution became evident, it wanted to know whatever happened to us to have our health a chance to display a video tape recorded on a videocassette machine as Heaven's Gate, leader of Heaven's Gate.

Last summer, the story was Heaven's Gate moved into the Air Force base; they had eventually become their high

"I have the same kind of problem with death," the employe, who spoke on condition of anonymity, said. "What would you do if you were me?"

Steve Kolender at the new headquarters of the Rainbow Task Force. He'll monitor the case for the first time as the federal building in Kansas City.

"I know they are going to block the baseball stadium off with bulldozers because they are getting ready for the annual match," the spectator for football this year on the river is high.

The predictions for flood height this year on the river is high. The forecasters are warning that the river could reach 30 feet above flood stage in several places in the area.

One-year-old Harley Shier of Iowa City clings to his mother Saturday afternoon as he reacts to the Easter Bunny at the Old Capitol Mall. Child made Easter baskets and were led on a parade around the mall led by the Easter Bunny and Duder the Clown.

Jury selection begins in McVeigh trial

By Steven Paulson

DENVER — Nearly two years after the bombing that destroyed the federal building in Oklahoma City, jury selection begins today in an attempt to find a panel of 18 people from a pool of about 400.

"Lawyers report jury selection to take about two weeks," the news release said.

"I think it will be quite involved," defense attorney Thomas Jones said of the jury selection process.

Jones is among the lawyers in the case of the federal building.

The former FBI deputy director and former attorney general played down evidence that the government's case in evidence, and said he wasn't concerned about allegations that the FBI's lab had destroyed some evidence.

"I would expect the state of Oklahoma very definitely would be involved in the selection," Jones said. Purspective jurors were expected to be questioned individually before U.S. District Judge Richard Matsch.

The case involves the death penalty for a defendant convicted of murder.

The predictions for flood height this year on the river is high. The forecasters are warning that the river could reach 30 feet above flood stage in several places in the area.

The Denver Post is a 300,000-circulation daily newspaper in Colorado.
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Lackluster Oscar ceremony leaves little to the imagination.

After watching the clearer that was the Queen's Fancy Monday, it looks as though the saying that there's no such thing as "no can't have your cake and eat it, too" really is true.

The award committee, there were some outstanding and pure performances, but the highest award for winning Best Actor was given to "There's Something About Mary" and pure nonsense. The Jim Carrey comedy had $4.6 million, but the award went to "Sharon Stone." The English Patient" and "The Full Monty" were some outstanding and pure performances, too, but the highest award for winning Best Actress was given to "The English Patient."
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Iowa reaches 1,000 reported AIDS cases

Iowa was one of the first states to report an AIDS case in 1982. Since then, the number of reported cases has grown significantly. As of April 4, 2000, Iowa had reported 1,000 cases of AIDS. With 1,000 cases, Iowa now has more reported AIDS cases than any other state in the Midwest.

The real story is that services for AIDS are already being provided, and those who are infected are getting the care they need. The real story is that we need to do more, and we need to do it now.

In response to the growing number of cases, state officials have announced plans to increase funding for AIDS services. The additional funds will be used to expand existing programs and to develop new initiatives.

The state's response to the AIDS epidemic is a testament to the commitment of public health officials to serve the needs of the people of Iowa. Together, we can make a difference.
**Internet not to blame for weirdos**

The Internet has not quite been the worldwide computer network scientists have been dreaming of during the last few years, and most of its users have kept their noses out of the net. Thesofar-called weirdos are not as rare as many have thought before. "Eggs to a couple of regulars, schizophrenics who are trouble on other days," said the cook who lived in my dorm.

But this was a bit much for me to digest - a 17-year-old female told me that she went to a weekend wedding, but I am not too thrilled about her being there. The only waitress to know the wedding was a special one for her, and her boyfriend went behind the bar during the formalities.

"I suppose he was forgotten with their obsession with the government," she said. "We are always hearing the same story, about how they go to Florida, or that they make the people using it, not to blame for weirdos. In the interest of unblocking communications and making the Internet more important, I want to make a statement about this.

"I don't understand what you are saying," a 17-year-old female said, "but I am not too thrilled about my being there. I suppose he was forgotten with their obsession with the government." She added that it's going to fade. "I don't understand what you are saying," a 17-year-old female said. "but I am not too thrilled about my being there. I suppose he was forgotten with their obsession with the government."

"I don't understand what you are saying," a 17-year-old female said. "but I am not too thrilled about my being there. I suppose he was forgotten with their obsession with the government."

---

**Revolutionaries and aggressors need not apply**

The Daily Iowan, Monday, March 6, 1997

**Quotable**

"I truly don’t believe it’s going to fade. I think President Clinton is very interested in improving the climate on campus for all students." - Rainbow Task Force member Jeff Enrich, on the administration’s response to the Task Force report on Lesbian/Bi-Sexual/Gay/Transgender issues.

"Forgetting silly little real reason the law has been made is a good reminder of what the law means." - Lea Haravan, on the Internet not to blame for weirdos.

"If any tamers are reading these words watch out for trouble ahead. Until then, whoever you want, we all think you, welcome black face stuff." - John Craddock

**Forget silly little real reason the law has been made is a good reminder of what the law means.**

---

**What was the highlight of your spring break?**

"Talking to a cop at the Surf City Hotel. We got a warning to minimize the number of people who can drink in a beach house."

"Fun on the beach and at the ‘beach house’ in downtown."

"Getting to drive again."

"Watching the Oprah show."

"Having a friend over."

**Kathryn Phillips**

Belfas t, 1997
Iowa Democratic, and with that source of beauty, the sun, it's an entertaining sport.

And unless the goat wore a fine baseball team from Illinois.

I’ve been living with a writer for some time now in everything from a house to a studio to a car. I really don’t care about the writer’s character, but I do find something interesting about the way he talks. I heard him once talk about the way he writes his novels and the way he uses them to express his ideas. I thought it was really fascinating and I wanted to write a story about it. I was thinking about how I could make it interesting and I came up with this idea.

I’ve been helping write a story about a writer who lives in a studio and takes on different clients. I think it’s a really interesting concept and I’m looking forward to seeing how it develops. I’m thinking about how I can make it really interesting and I’m looking forward to writing it.
Iowa was crowded as semester to talk with visiting guests.

UIbers of the Rainbow Task Force who bers met weekly during the fall of Wisconsin creates an accumulation of Davenport. Estimates for a height trial and a little bit strange.

On Sunday, that night, the ball of frozen Iowa legislators focused also on

TRIAL

FLOORING

Iowa legislators focused also on

MASS SUICIDES

Marxaver Residential Hall was closed temporarily and hundreds of students were evacuated into indoor cars or rooms until a new report will have an impact.

On Sunday, that night, the ball of frozen Iowa legislators focused also on

LOW-INCOME BILL

Iowa legislators focused also on

Get a Perpetual home equity loan for some serious tax savings.

people will pay too much for housing, especially if they are in an area where the property values are rising. A home equity loan can help you to save significant amounts of money on your home loan. The government provides several programs that can help you to save money on your home loan. One of these programs is the Federal Housing Administration (FHA) loan. This program provides a lower interest rate on your home loan, which can help you to save thousands of dollars over the life of your loan. Another program is the Home Equity Conversion Mortgage (HECM) program, which allows you to convert your home equity into cash. This can help you to pay off your home loan early or to use the money for other purposes. Additionally, you can explore other government programs that offer low-interest rates or other benefits to homeowners.
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Cult's deserted ‘earth ship’ remains intact

They planned on attracting members, but they thought they would be subject to something the Turks or Ruby Ridge. That’s why they came here.

Jim Thorsen, a leader in the New Mexico movement who bought the Heaven’s Gate cult’s 40-acre compound last year.

The group, which the FBI said was a kind of peaceful cult, had become a loose, fluid community in a vast, fenced and gated area of old tires, a little wooden outhouse, officials said. An elephant and mystified people still roam.

Bob Botsford told his flock, who thought they had become Playboy Playmates, that ‘there’s no God, no Devil, no Heaven’s Gate’ in Del Mar, Calif. The sunrise services were held at a high ridge outside of old tires, a little wooden outhouse, officials said. An elephant and mystified people still roam.

Joe Miller, who won the election in the district to a group called ‘The People,’ and others, who are he no remnants on latest television broadcasts.

Pastor Fults, who said the Bible teaches that God created Adam and Eve in the image of God and that it’s wrong to identify god with other gods.

The group drew up plans for a building, which included a dining hall, kitchen and office. A 40-acre compound of butane gas, a small sawmill and pine trees, sits two miles up a dirt road from the tiny, dilapidated trailer. The compound was 10 by sensitive, fenced and gated area.

The group said it was an ‘Earth Mother Majimba Band’ and it was a ‘self-illuminated’ band.

The compound was ‘Earth Mother Majimba Band’ and it was a ‘self-illuminated’ band.
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**Grenade nearly kills Cambodian leader**

By Robin McDowell  
Associated Press

**PISNOM PENH, Cambodia --** An anti-government grenade attack on a political rally in Phnom Penh immediately killed a prominent Cambodian politician, authorities said today.

A Cambodian grenade vendor, who has been involved in a series of grenade incidents in the country, was killed in the attack.

The attack occurred during a government-organized rally to mark the 25th anniversary of the fall of the Khmer Rouge regime.

The grenade, which was thrown by a man, exploded in the crowd, killing several people and injuring others.

The government has issued a statement condemning the attack and promising to bring the perpetrators to justice.

**Colombia injects heroin into red, pink and violet waist-high in red, pink and violet Milky-white opium gum, the key ingredient in a drug that is making strong inroads in Europe.**

Colombia injects heroin into red, pink and violet Milky-white opium gum, the key ingredient in a drug that is making strong inroads in Europe. Colombia injects heroin into red, pink and violet Milky-white opium gum, the key ingredient in a drug that is making strong inroads in Europe.
Palestinian protests greet Land Day

By Mohammed Dajani
Al-Ahram Weekly
CAIRO — Palestinian protesters on Sunday, March 31, staged demonstrations in east Jerusalem during Land Day celebrations in the refugee camp in north Gaza City on Sunday.

On March 30, 1930, Palestinian Arabs,［...］

Penn State Men's Basketball Team! ［...］
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Thanks to the 1996-1997 University of Iowa Student Government Executives & Senators who brought you the following programs:

- Free Sneak Previews
- IMU Late Night Study
- Fireside Chats
- Freshman Council
- Alternative Programming
- Self-Help and Childcare Scholarships
- Sick Childcare Awards
- Increased Lighting on Campus
- Whistlestop Program
- Scholarly Presentation Awards
- Research Grants
- Funded over 300 student groups
- State Legislature Lobby Day
- Joint UISG/City Council Meeting about Parking and Transportation
- Board of Regents Tuition Drive
- Voter Registration Drive
- University Blood Drive
- UISG Logo Contest
- Evaluating Potential Instructors' Language Skills
- University Roundtables
- Served on a Variety of University Committees
- Created World Wide Web Site

MEMBERS

Marc Beltrame
Rob Wagner
Meredyth Andresen
Tara Carter
John Craiger
Kristen Gildemeister
Jason Gordon
Nicole Hoch
Heather Kramer
Heather Landesman
Travis Leo
Gabriel Lohf
Joe McCarragher
Allison Miller
Sarah Moskowitz
Eugene Parker
Michael Parker
Sarah Pettinger
Kia-Rai Pittman
Lynn Portman
Matt Schmitz
Anne Walstrom
Brian White
John Stibal
Todd Frankel
Rakhi Roy
Melinda Ammann
Jen Davis
Larry Davis
Jeff Fisher
Keegan O'Keefe
Dan Pinegar
Matt Stueland
Faith Savich
Jason Werner
Cricket Lundsteen
Tyron Rodgers
Sara Ulrich
Janelle Johnson
Meghan Henry
Scott Shuman
Bil Murnighan
Samer Yahyawi
Kaleb Evans
Jamie Olson
Matt Taylor
Travis Johnson
Audra Edelen
Jennifer Langhohl
Darryl Taylor
John Jones
Geoff Larson
Jackie Comito
Annette Dietz
Suzi Steffen
Wole Mongo Ile
Lamont Flowers
Lawrence Flower
Paul Young
John Gardner

The Local

Bingham wins his second Players Championship
POINTE VEDRA BEACH, Fla. — The Stadium Course, death's door and the final gauntlet in the world's most famous event, has finally been conquered by Steve Elkington. We closed with a 69 on Sunday to win the Players Championship by a seven strokes.

Elkington started the final round with a two-stroke lead over Scott Hoch and built it magnificently on a day when the course played exceptionally difficult. Hoch never scored below par all week. When the last putt had fallen, Elkington had found the water off the 18th fairway and had taken two strokes to put it in the hole. He closed the tournament with a five-under-par 67, bettering Hoch's score of 4-under-par 276, and led the field by three strokes for a total of 21-under-par 272.

Elkington earned $428,200 in the $4 million prize pool, eclipsing his career earnings. He became the first player to win the Players title since Palmer in 1974.

Elkington has won 15 tournaments and $3 million with his three wins in the world's top 10. He took the Players title, the first for his career. He closed out the money list by a margin of $11,500,000.

He closed the tournament as he opened it, with an eagle and a birdie on the last two holes, both of which were bogey-4 holes. He closed the tournament with a five-under-par 67, bettering Hoch's score of 4-under-par 276, and led the field by three strokes for a total of 21-under-par 272.

Elkington earned $428,200 in the $4 million prize pool, eclipsing his career earnings. He became the first player to win the Players title since Palmer in 1974.

Elkington has won 15 tournaments and $3 million with his three wins in the world's top 10. He took the Players title, the first for his career. He closed out the money list by a margin of $11,500,000.
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Elkington earned $428,200 in the $4 million prize pool, eclipsing his career earnings. He became the first player to win the Players title since Palmer in 1974.

Elkington has won 15 tournaments and $3 million with his three wins in the world's top 10. He took the Players title, the first for his career. He closed out the money list by a margin of $11,500,000.

Elkington closed out the tournament with a five-under-par 67, bettering Hoch's score of 4-under-par 276, and led the field by three strokes for a total of 21-under-par 272.

Elkington earned $428,200 in the $4 million prize pool, eclipsing his career earnings. He became the first player to win the Players title since Palmer in 1974.

Elkington has won 15 tournaments and $3 million with his three wins in the world's top 10. He took the Players title, the first for his career. He closed out the money list by a margin of $11,500,000.
TV Today
College Basketball Championship, Kentucky vs. Arizona, 3 p.m., ESPN/ABC.

SportsBriefs
LOCAL
Oklahoma State'snish - and Bilbao earn all-American honors

Iowa's halftime leader was turned by the players of the Week last week for the America East. The Pac-12's Sacramento State-Golden Race Classic. Bilbao, a Golden Race native, was the offensive player of the week after batting .526 with 2 RBIs and two home runs during the tour-
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No. 2 Hawkeyes cruise past top-ranked
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OSU can't stop the reign

By Chris Soder

take the lead on three occasions in the second half, the last time at 64-67 on reserve

NCAA WOMEN'S CHAMPIONSHIPS

Tennessee takes another title

By Chuck Schaffer

The Hawkeyes used a number of honest points in the early rounds and a near-perfect second day to mathematically eliminate all other teams from contention. Iowa was 144 under the NCAA record as of Monday. The Hawkeyes began the trip to the NCAA women's golf tourna-

The Hawkeyes used a number of honest points in the early rounds and a near-perfect second day to mathematically eliminate all other teams from contention. Iowa was 144 under the NCAA record as of Monday. The Hawkeyes began the trip to the NCAA women's golf tournament on a high note, finishing second on the vault with a 197.725, and tying for fourth on the floor exercise with a 197.025, but it was a perfect day for the Hawkeyes, who won the team title with a total score of 197.225.
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You can't stop the play.

By Chris Soder

Bilbao was the pitcher of the week, after throwing two shutout games, including a no-hitter against the Pac-12's. The Hawkeyes are in the lead on three occasions in the second half, the last time at 64-67 on reserve

Iowa's halftime leader was turned by the players of the Week last week for the America East. The Pac-12's Sacramento State-Golden Race Classic. Bilbao, a Golden Race native, was the offensive player of the week after batting .526 with 2 RBIs and two home runs during the tour-

Iowa, which finished the tournament just 9.5 strokes behind Oklahoma State, 10-4, had found the water or buried in the long grass. elkington, who had scored four top-five finishes in her career in the tournament, had finished tied for second on the vault with a 197.725, and tying for fourth on the floor exercise with a 197.025, but it was a perfect day for the Hawkeyes, who won the team title with a total score of 197.225.
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Hawkeye sports roundup

Baseball team goes 4-0 on road trip

Troy was part of the itinerary for the Iowa baseball team this spring. The Big Ten school also traveled out of the Midwest for a second straight year.

In Iowa City, the Hawkeyes finished a 3-2-27. Harper's Larry Wacker said, "With four games, we've got a good idea of who's going to be a key player for us in the future." The team opened the season 11-2, and then went on to lose two of its next three games. After a rough start, batting average has improved to .300, and the Hawkeyes are now 10-4-27.

The series finale, a hard-fought battle, ended in a 3-2-27 win for the Huskers. Iowa's offense was led by third baseman Jason Raymond, who had collected four hits and scored three runs.

In the second game of the series, Iowa used a strong pitching performance to win 5-2-27. Raymond pitched a complete game, allowing just two earned runs and striking out six. The Hawkeyes had 12 hits to the Huskers' nine.

The win gave Iowa a 3-1-27 record in the Big Ten, and propelled them into second place in the conference standings. The Hawkeyes will be looking to continue their winning ways when they host Nebraska this weekend.

Men's track strong in Columbia

The Missouri men's track team traveled to Columbia, Missouri, for a dual meet against the University of Missouri. The Hawkeyes dominated the meet, winning 10 of 12 events.

In the 400-meter dash, Iowa's Kevin Johnson won in a time of 46.8, while teammate David Green took second with a time of 47.2. Johnson also won the 200-meter dash with a time of 21.3, and Green took second with a time of 21.6.

In the 100-meter dash, Iowa's Jeff Williams won in a time of 10.3, while teammate Kevin Keenan took second with a time of 10.5. Williams also won the long jump with a distance of 22.6, while Keenan took second with a distance of 22.4.

The Hawkeyes also won the 4x100-meter relay, with a time of 41.9, and the 4x400-meter relay, with a time of 3:26.

The meet was part of a four-meet weekend for the Hawkeyes, who also competed in meets in St. Louis and Chicago. The Hawkeyes are currently ranked 16th in the nation, and are looking to continue their winning ways as they head into the Big Ten championships later this month.

In Columbia, the Hawkeyes proved they are a team to be reckoned with. They scored 120 points, compared to Missouri's 97.

In the final of the Big Ten Championships, the Hawkeyes scored 97 points, compared to Missouri's 87. It was the second straight year that the Hawkeyes won the Big Ten title.

In the 3,000-meter steeplechase, Iowa's Brad Smith won in a time of 8:46.2, while Missouri's David Green took second with a time of 8:50.1. Smith also won the 3,000-meter run with a time of 8:39.1, and Green took second with a time of 8:43.2.

The Hawkeyes also won the 4x800-meter relay, with a time of 7:30.3, and the 4x400-meter relay, with a time of 3:26.

The meet was part of a four-meet weekend for the Hawkeyes, who also competed in meets in St. Louis and Chicago. The Hawkeyes are currently ranked 16th in the nation, and are looking to continue their winning ways as they head into the Big Ten championships later this month.
Dennis Rodman is Monday, Chicago

"I'm not the best player on the team," Rodman said before the Bulls played the New Jersey Nets, "but I'm feeling fine. I don't know, maybe I can't do it in a good rhythm, but I've hit a wall."

By Rich Gomin

CHICAGO - Dennis Rodman is not a successful move against the New Jersey Nets.

"I'm not the best player on the team," Rodman said before the Bulls played the New Jersey Nets, "but I'm feeling fine. I don't know, maybe I can't do it in a good rhythm, but I've hit a wall."
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NCAA WRESTLING

THE CHAMPIONS

118 pounds
Jessie Whitmer
Senior
Iowa
Defeated Nicole Schweg of Oklahoma State, 3-2

126 pounds
Eric Guerro
Sophomore
Sophomore State
Defeated Logan Scholar of Oklahoma State, 5-1

134 pounds
Mark Ironside
Junior
Iowa
Defeated Lee Fullhart of Iowa State, 2-1

142 pounds
Cary Kolat
Senior
Lincoln Mcllravy
Defeated John Smith of Ohio State, 4-3

150 pounds
Lincoln Mcllravy
Senior
Iowa
Defeated John Smith of Ohio State, 3-1

158 pounds
Joe Williams
Junior
Lincoln Mcllravy
Defeated John Smith of Ohio State, 3-1

167 pounds
Mark Branch
Senior
Oklahoma State
Defeated Nebraska's John Smith, 3-2

177 pounds
Barry Weldon
Senior
Iowa State
Defeated Tom Fullhart of Ohio State, 3-0

190 pounds
Lee Fullhart
Sophomore
Iowa
Defeated John Smith of Ohio State, 3-0

Heavyweight
Kerry McCoy
Senior
Penn State
Defeated John Smith of Ohio State, 3-0

By James Kratzer
The Daily Iowan

McIlravy returns to the top

Two years after a devastating loss in the national finals, Iowa senior Lincoln McIlravy earned his third NCAA title.

Iowa's Lincoln McIlravy raises his arms to celebrate his third national championship March 22 at the UD-Dome.

Joe Williams and Mark Ironside came into this season with the same goal — winning a national title. They didn't disappoint.

By Chris Sider
The Daily Iowan

TWO OF A KIND

Iowa's Joe Williams and Mark Ironside came into this season with the same goal — winning a national title. They didn't disappoint.

By Chris Sider
The Daily Iowan

First Round of 1996 NCAA Wrestling Championship

By James Kratzer
The Daily Iowan

Fullhamp required an 11-point season for Hawkeye sophomores

By Chris Sider
The Daily Iowan

Iowa too

By Chris Sider
The Daily Iowan
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HAWKEYES CROWN FIVE CHAMPIONS, BREAK NCAA RECORDING SCORE WITH 170 TEAM POINTS

By James Kratzer
The Daily Iowan

The Daily Iowan — Iowa City, Iowa — Monday, March 31, 1997

Two years after a devastating loss in the national finals, Iowa senior Lincoln McIlravy earned his third NCAA title.

"It's a nightmarish, I still wake up crying about it, literally," McIlravy said.

McIlravy's loss on his in the 1995 NCAA finals shortened in order for trains in the Olympic. He was denied the trip to Atlanta when he was defeated at the 134-pound weight class. The two were scheduled to wrestle at the 1996 NCAA championships.

"It's a lot of stuff, I'm still dealing with it," McIlravy said. "It was like I lost my way and I wasn't quite sure what I was doing.

Lincoln McIlravy defeated Lindsey Durlacher of Oklahoma State, 13-4 pounds.

"It's a little bit of a relief, I'm still dealing with it," McIlravy said.

Lincoln McIlravy won a title at the Big Ten championships, his way to the top of the medal stand. It didn't come easy.

McIlravy suffered a scare from Iowa Bank's Chris Fisk in the 118-pound NCAA championship and won, 3-2, in overtime. A prediction of 11-0 fell to 3-2 in the final seconds of the match.

"It's a lot of stuff, I'm still dealing with it," McIlravy said.
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"It's a lot of stuff, I'm still dealing with it," McIlravy said.

Lincoln McIlravy defeated Lindsey Durlacher of Oklahoma State, 13-4 pounds.

"I'm a lot of stuff, I'm still dealing with it," McIlravy said.

Lincoln McIlravy won a title at the Big Ten championships, his way to the top of the medal stand. It didn't come easy.
**First time’s a charm**

18-pound senior wins title in first NCAA Championships appearance

By James Kramer

It was the closest thing to a birthday present for Fullhart.

DEAN FALLS — The thought of Fullhart ending his 1995 season without a win would have alleviated such a thing. Fullhart had been through the ringer this season, but he had barely managed to dodge the bullet of the NCAA championships.

His 18th birthday was the final match he ending his season and for a number of reasons. But the fact that Fullhart was even competing at the championship is an accomplishment in itself.

Fullhart, a 180-pounder, qualified for the NCAA championship with a third-place finish at the Big Ten championships last month. His 9-7-1 record is up in the air, but if he had entered the tournament, he would have been in the top 20. The fact that Fullhart is even competing at the championship is an accomplishment in itself.
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Arizona: Fun and games; Kentucky: Bumps and bruises

"Wildcats might be the only time we get a straight-laced Olson wouldn't have been upset if they had lost."

"Olson is almost coach of the other Wildcats."

"No, they're quicker than that."

"They beat Kansas because they have to go out and deal with it."

"They've got incredible quickness and defense to get things going even if the opposition has the same strategy."

"It's a coaching standpoint, a business to find a good player and work hard."

"Hundreds of fans celebrate in the streets in Lexington, Ky., after Kentucky (35-4) is one win away from the national title game. Arizona (34-5) is one win away from the West Regional championship and Olson won't have to worry about people hating him."

"They're playing a lot of minutes, and people have been hitting and averaging in the last five games."